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Abstract 
Sustainability is one of the challenges in today’s world. With limited resources at 
hand and hazardous impact of manufacturing processes on the environment, 
there is an increasing need for sustainable manufacturing.  

Sustainability actually has a broad meaning and is an all-inclusive concept. In 
this thesis what we are more interested in and focus on, are energy consumption 
and environmental impacts. Using system dynamics modeling and simulation, we 
can more easily understand the behavior of processes. Our selected processes 
are turning, milling and drilling operations in crankshaft machining and using 
system dynamics concept we model these processes with regards to energy 
consumption and environmental concerns. The output of this thesis work can be 
eventually used as a decision support tool to decide how to make processes more 
sustainable. 

 

Keywords: system dynamics, sustainable systems development, energy-
efficient manufacturing, crank shaft machining, decision support for change 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Purpose 
Concern about energy consumption and environmental impacts of manufacturing 
processes is continually increasing in recent years due to the global tendency to 
move towards sustainable manufacturing. New regulations and indicators of 
sustainability placed by European Union (EU), together with the increased public 
awareness of environmental issues necessitates careful measures to be taken by 
manufacturers to move towards sustainability. For example according to EU 
legislations all industrial units must: 

• Use all appropriate pollution-prevention measures, namely the best 
available techniques (which produce the least waste, use less hazardous 
substances, enable the substances generated to be recovered and 
recycled, etc.);  

• Prevent all large-scale pollution;  
• Prevent, recycle or dispose of waste in the least polluting way possible;  
• Use energy efficiently;  
• Ensure accident prevention and damage limitation [1]. 

Regulations relevant to manufacturing sector in particular address different areas 
which, include but are not limited to, disposal of waste, recycling rate of 
materials, hazardous waste generated, disposal of wastes, exposure to and 
consumption of toxic chemicals and hazardous waste generated. This, as a result 
gives rise to changes at design and redesign phases. Manufacturers strive to 
achieve sustainability through changes in products, processes and systems [2]. 
As an example now in machining processes, companies try to change processes 
so that they can have minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) to reduce 
environmental damages and recycling/filtration/ disposal costs. In this regard, 
we should note that biocides which are added to coolants to control their 
bacterial and microbial activity and extend coolants life are extremely hazardous. 
 

1.2. Sustainability Concepts in Machining 
Sustainability has many definitions and various dimensions. The general concept 
driving sustainable practices is to harmonize the use of economic, human, and 
natural resources within the capability of the planet to replenish those resources 
at a similar rate—preserving the ability to continually sustain existence. 
Companies and organizations that have adopted sustainability practices have 
often reported improved profitability as a result of reducing: energy use, water, 
use and release of hazardous wastes [3]. 

In the field of manufacturing sustainability is a part of optimization of overall 
efficiency of company, technologies, processes and products. In this area 
efficiency has the dimensions of economy, ecology and socials. Cost of energy 
and/or materials have an impact on the economic effectiveness. However, the 
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reduction of resources is a contribution to the economic and ecologic 
effectiveness [4]. 

Machining processes constitute a major manufacturing activity that contributes to 
the growth of global economy [5]. Therefore making changes to machining 
processes to make them sustainable would benefit us economically, ecologically 
and socially.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Basic elements of sustainable machining 

However to be able to make any changes in any system to make it more 
sustainable, we first need to understand the behavior of the system or its current 
condition in other words. One tool for this purpose is System Dynamics (SD) 
Modeling. Complete introduction to SD appears in chapter 2. 
 

1.3. Objectives 
The aim of this thesis work is to model the process of machining a crankshaft 
from energy point of view using systems dynamics approach. The novelty of this 
thesis research lies in the fact that so far SD modeling has always been used to 
model at system level. It has widely been used to model comprehensive 
production or distribution systems but it has not been used to model interactions 
at process level especially in a technical process like machining. The strength of 
the SD modeling software enables us to see how changes in machining 
parameters can affect energy consumption and waste of material (both work 
piece material and coolants) and help in moving towards a more sustainable 
process. This could give a tool for decision making to the company so they can 
consider changing machining parameters towards less waste and less costs. 

The system dynamics methodology is described in chapter 2. In chapter 3 
detailed explanations about the product and processes along with modeling steps 
are explained. Moreover results and findings of the simulation are included in this 
chapter. Conclusions and future work come after the analysis section.  
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1.4. Research Characteristics 
To accomplish this thesis work theoretical and applied research in the context of 
systems thinking has been done. Checkland defines systems thinking as: 

“The central concept ‘system’ embodies the idea of a set of elements connected 
together which form a whole, this showing properties  which are properties of the 
whole rather than properties of its component parts. The phrase ‘systems 
thinking’ implies thinking about the world outside our selves and doing so by 
means of the concept ‘system’ [6].” 

System thinking entails a holistic view on questions under study. This means 
applying systems dynamics thinking in the context of this research to analyze 
energy consumption and waste, requires taking a holistic view on the case. 
 

1.5. Data Collection   
Th required data to develop the model and simulations are collected accordingly. 
Structural data: to design the structure of the model technical interview and 
visualizing the process have been carried out. 
Process parameters: the process parameters are collected from Volvo Cars. 
However to keep company’s data confidential the figures that are presented in 
this report are extracted from standard machining handbooks. The trends and 
system behavior still comply with the real data.  
Process parameter relationships: the relationships between process parameters 
are based on machining handbooks and standard terminologies which are 
presented in section 3.4.  
 

1.6. Delimitation  
Delimitation and boundaries of the system dynamics analysis of this research can 
be organized as follows. 

Industrial process: Turning, milling and drilling processes are considered in this 
research at two levels: process level and system level. The latter includes factors 
such as defects, and recycling. The main focus is energy consumption and waste 
generation of the mentioned processes. However there are some other issues 
which are not considered in the analysis such as tool life and its effect on energy 
consumption and associated costs. 

Another important issue which limits the analysis is including a realistic standard 
energy input rate which could help analyze the real energy saved under different 
scenarios.  However we consider an ideal case to set reference energy 
consumption and compare the energy consumption change in different scenarios 
with the reference.   
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1.7. Validation  
The developed model gets validated in terms of its structure and behavior.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-2 Validation test diagram 

• Verifying structure and parameters means comparing structure and 
parameters of a model with those of a system that the model represents. 
So relevant questions one can ask are: “Is the model structure consistent 
with relevant descriptive knowledge of the system being modeled?” and 
“Are the parameters in the model consistent with relevant descriptive and 
numerical knowledge of the system? [7]” 
 

• Verifying behavior includes behavior-prediction test and behavior-
reproduction test. Behavior-reproduction tests look at how well the model 
complies with the real system performance. Behavior-prediction tests on 
the contrary focus on future behavior. 
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2. METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS 

2.1. System Dynamics 
System dynamics (SD) was developed during the 1950s by Professor Jay 
Forrester at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and was described 
in his book Industrial Dynamics. SD is an approach to understanding the 
behavior of complex systems over time. It deals with internal feedback loops and 
time delays that affect the behavior of the entire system [8]. It is a method to 
enhance learning in complex systems. It is partly a method for developing 
management simulators, often computer simulation methods, to helps us learn 
about dynamic complexity, understand the sources of policy resistance, and 
design more effective policies [9].  

It was initially termed Industrial Dynamics (Forrester 1961). Within ten years of 
its publication, the span of applications grew from corporate and industrial 
problems to include the management of research and development, urban 
stagnation and decay, commodity cycles, and the dynamics of growth in a finite 
world. It is now applied in economics, public policy, environmental studies, 
defense, theory-building in social sciences and other areas, as well as its home 
field, management [10]. 

System dynamics helps study complexity of systems. Parameters in the system 
are usually interconnected and there are dynamic relationships between them. In 
other words parameters are not stand-alone and this fact necessitates a holistic 
study to understand how the whole system works or would function under certain 
circumstances or changes. This approach is an effective tool at the hand of 
policymakers to make decisions that lead to sustainable success. 
 

2.2. System Dynamics Methodology 
The methodology put forward by Forrester is based on the philosophy and theory 
of system dynamics approach. As the first step the problem of concern for 
managers or decision makers and the parameters affecting it have to be clearly 
defined. It is also very important to define system boundary; this separates the 
studied system from the outside environment which by definition is not what we 
deal with.  
  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jay_Forrester
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jay_Forrester
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massachusetts_Institute_of_Technology
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Sterman has defined the following steps for modeling process: 

Table 2-1 Steps of modeling process 

1. Problem Articulation (Boundary Selection) 
• Theme selection: What is the problem? Why is it a problem? 
• Key variables: What are the key variables and concepts we must consider? 
• Time horizon: How far in the future should we consider? How far back in the past lie 

the roots of the problem? 
• Dynamic problem definition (reference modes): What is the historical behavior of 

the key concepts and variables? What might their behavior be in the future? 

2.  Formulation of Dynamic Hypothesis 
• Initial hypothesis generation: What are current theories of the problematic 

behavior? 
• Endogenous focus: Formulate a dynamic hypothesis that explains the dynamics as 

endogenous consequences of the feedback structure. 
• Mapping: Develop maps of causal structure based on initial hypotheses, key variables, 

reference modes, and other available date, using tools such as 
• Model boundary diagrams, 
• Subsystem diagrams, 
• Causal loop diagrams, 
• Stock and flow maps, 
• Policy structure diagrams, 
• Other facilitation tools. 

3. Formulation of a Simulation Model 
• Specification of structure, decision rules. 
• Estimation of parameters, behavioral relationships, and initial conditions. 
• Tests for consistency with the purpose and boundary. 

4. Testing 
• Comparison to reference modes: Does the model reproduce the problem behavior 

adequately for your purpose? 
• Robustness under extreme conditions: Does the model behave realistically when 

stressed by extreme conditions? 
• Sensitivity: How does the model behave given uncertainty in parameters, initial 

conditions, model boundary, and aggregation? 
• . . . Many other tests. 

5. Policy Design and Evaluation 
• Scenario specification: What environmental conditions might arise? 
• Policy design: What new decision rules, strategies, and structures might be tried in 

the real world? How can they be represented in the model? 
• “What if. . .” analysis: What are the effects of the policies? 
• Sensitivity analysis: How robust are the policy recommendations under different 

scenarios and given uncertainties? 
• Interactions of policies: Do the policies interact? Are there synergies or 

compensatory responses? 
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Figure 2-1 visualizes system dynamics modeling steps.  

Figure 2-1 Flowchart of System Dynamics modeling 

As mentioned earlier SD is an approach to understand the behavior of complex 
systems over time. But what exactly do we mean when we talk about 
complexity?  

Most people think of complexity in terms of the number of components in a 
system or the number of combinations one must consider in making a decision. 
The problem of optimally scheduling an airline’s flights and crews is highly 
complex, but the complexity lies in finding the best solution out of an 
astronomical number of possibilities. Such problems have high levels of 
combinatorial complexity (also known as detail complexity) [11]. 

The complexity we mean here is dynamic complexity. Dynamic complexity, in 
contrast to detail complexity, can arise even in simple systems with low 
combinatorial complexity. It arises from the interactions among the agents over 
time. Time delays between taking a decision and its effects on the state of the 
system are common and particularly troublesome [12]. 
 
In his book Business Dynamics, Sterman explains that dynamic complexity 
arises because systems are: 

• Dynamic: What appears to be unchanging is, over a longer time horizon, 
seem to vary. Change in systems occurs at many time scales, and these 
different scales sometimes interact.  

• Tightly coupled: The actors in the system interact strongly with one 
another and with the natural world. Everything is connected to everything 
else. 

• Governed by feedback: Because of the tight couplings among actors, our 
actions feedback on themselves. Our decisions alter the state of the world, 
causing changes in nature and triggering others to act, thus giving rise to 
a new situation which then influences our next decisions. Dynamics arise 
from these feedbacks. 

• Nonlinear: Effect is rarely proportional to cause, and what happens locally 
in a system (near the current operating point) often does not apply in 
distant regions (other states of the system). Nonlinearity often arises from 
the basic physics of systems. It also arises as multiple factors interact in 
decision making. 
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• History-dependent: Taking one road often precludes taking others and 
determines where you end up (path dependence). Many actions are 
irreversible. 

• Self-organizing: The dynamics of systems arise spontaneously from their 
internal structure. Often, small, random perturbations are amplified and 
molded by the feedback structure, generating patterns in space and time 
and creating path dependence. 

• Adaptive: The capabilities and decision rules of the agents in complex 
systems change over time. Evolution leads to selection and proliferation of 
some agents while others become extinct. Adaptation also occurs as 
people learn from experience, especially as they learn new ways to 
achieve their goals in the face of obstacles.  

• Counterintuitive: In complex systems cause and effect are distant in time 
and space while we tend to look for causes near the events we seek to 
explain. Our attention is drawn to the symptoms of difficulty rather than 
the underlying cause. High leverage policies are often not obvious. 

• Policy resistant: The complexity of the systems in which we are embedded 
overwhelms our ability to understand them. The result: Many seemingly 
obvious solutions to problems fail or actually worsen the situation. 

• Characterized by trade-offs: Time delays in feedback channels mean the 
long-run response of a system to an intervention is often different from its 
short-run response. High leverage policies often cause worse-before-better 
behavior, while low leverage policies often generate transitory 
improvement before the problem grows worse [13]. 

 

2.3. Modeling in System Dynamics 

2.3.1. Modeling Steps 
Table 2-1 presented steps of modeling that Sterman has put forward in his book 
Business Dynamics. Randers [14] defines stages of model creation as below: 

1. CONCEPTUALIZATION 

• Define the purpose of the model 
• Define the model boundary and identify key variables 
• Describe the behavior or draw the reference modes of the key 
• variables 
• Diagram the basic mechanisms, the feedback loops, of the 
• system 

2. FORMULATION 

• Convert feedback diagrams to level and rate equations 
• Estimate and select parameter values 
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3. TESTING 

• Simulate the model and test the dynamic hypothesis 
• Test the model’s assumptions 
• Test model behavior and sensitivity to perturbations 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

• Test the model’s response to different policies 
• Translate study insights to an accessible form 

Though there is not any difference between Sterman’s and Randers’ definitions 
content-wise, in the process of model building in this report, the framework put 
by Randers is used. The reason is that it entails all necessary steps and is less 
detailed and therefore easier to follow.  
 

2.3.2. Causal Loop Diagrams 
The causal loop diagram (CLD) is the central element in SD modeling [15]. 
CLDs are flexible and useful tools for diagramming the feedback structure of 
systems in any domain. Causal diagrams are simply maps showing the causal 
links among variables with arrows from a cause to an effect [16]. 

A CLD consists of a set of feedbacks. Feedback is the process through which a 
signal travels through a chain of causal relations to re-affect itself. Feedback can 
be divided into two categories: positive and negative. Feedback is positive if an 
increase in a variable, after a delay, leads to a further increase in the same 
variable. Positive feedback is found in compounding, reinforcing, or amplifying 
systems that produce exponential behavior. On the other hand, feedback is 
negative if an increase in a variable eventually leads to a decrease in the 
variable. Negative feedback drives balancing or stabilizing systems that produce 
asymptotic or oscillatory behavior [17]. 
 

2.3.3. Stock and Flow Maps 
Causal loop diagrams emphasize the feedback structure of a system. Stock and 
flow diagrams emphasize their underlying physical structure. Stocks and flows 
track accumulations of material, money, and information as they move through a 
system. Stocks include inventories of product, populations, and financial 
accounts such as debt, book value, and cash. Flows are the rates of increase or 
decrease in stocks, such as production and shipments, births and deaths, 
borrowing and repayment, investment and depreciation, and receipts and 
expenditures. Stocks characterize the state of the system and generate the 
information upon which decisions are based. The decisions then alter the rates of 
flow, altering the stocks and closing the feedback loops in the system [18]. 
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2.3.4.  Building Blocks of Modeling 

A set of building blocks of modeling represent the structure of the system. A 
model consists of Levels and Rates. Levels are also referred to as Stocks and 
Rates are also referred to as Flows [19].  
There is a particular diagramming notation for stocks and flows in system 
dynamics which can be noted in Figure 2.2. This model (constructed using 
STELLA) is adapted from Jarmain (1963), p. 118 [20]. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2 A simple production-distribution system 

2.3.5. Basic Building Blocks of STELLA 

Building Block Icon Meaning 

Stock  Noun; something that accumulates 

Flow  Verb; activity that changes magnitude of stock 

Converter  Converts; stores equation or constant; does not 

accumulate 

Connector 
 

transmits inputs and information 

 

• Stocks are represented by rectangles (suggesting a container holding the 
contents of the stock). In STELLA terminology, a stock is a noun and 
represents something that accumulates. Some examples of stocks are 
population, radioactivity, enzyme concentration, self-esteem and money. 
At any instance the magnitudes of the stocks gives us a snapshot of the 
system [21].  

• Inflows are represented by a pipe (arrow) pointing into (adding to) the 
stock. Outflows are represented by pipes pointing out of (subtracting 
from) the stock. While a stock is a noun in the language of STELLA, a flow 
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is a verb.  A flow is an activity that changes the magnitude of a stock.  
Some examples of such activities are births in a population, decay of 
radioactivity, formation of an enzyme, improvement of self-esteem, and 
growth of money.  The flow icon represents a directed pipe with a spigot 
and flow regulator. 

• Valves control the flows 
 

• Clouds represent the sources and sinks for the flows. A source represents 
the stock from which a flow originating outside the boundary of the model 
arises; sinks represent the stocks into which flows leaving the model 
boundary drain. Sources and sinks are assumed to have infinite capacity 
and can never constrain the flows they support. 

 
The units of measure can help you distinguish stocks from flows. Stocks are 
usually a quantity such as widgets of inventory, people employed, or Yen in an 
account. The associated flows must be measured in the same units per time 
period, for example, the rate at which widgets are added per week to inventory, 
the hiring rate in people per month, or the rate of expenditure from an account 
in ¥/hour. Note that the choice of time period is arbitrary. You are free to select 
any measurement system you like as long as you remain consistent [22]. 
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3. SYSTEM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF TURNING, MILLING 
AND DRILLING PROCESSES 

 

3.1. Case Study 
The case studied in this thesis work, is the case of Volvo Cars cylinder line and 
the product is a cranckshaft. The current chapter deals with the modeling and 
simulation of the process of machining the cranckshaft. The focus throughout the 
modeling process is on energy consumption and waste of material in this 
process. In other words what is interesting is, understanding systems behavior 
with regards to energy consumption and waste of material and cutting fluids.  
To begin, an introduction to Volvo Cars and the process we have studied, follows. 
  
Volvo Cars Skövde plant is where car engines are manufactured. 450,000 car 
engines and almost 5,000 boat engines are produced annually in this plant.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 A five-cylinder crankshaft of Audi  

The 5 cylinder crankshaft is machined through different processes. The initial 
forged part, which is received from Germany, goes through the following 
processes until it is ready to be assembled into an engine: 

1. Milling the length 
2. Rough machining (done dry)  
3. Rough milling 
4. Rough drilling (done with cutting fluid) 
5. Rough turning 
6. Balancing the crankshaft 
7. Blasting 
8. Rough grinding 
9. Turning (dry) 
10.Milling  
11.Drilling oil holes 
12.Washing after hole making process 
13.Surface hardening  
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Forged part 
received  

Rough  
milling/drilling 

/grinding/turning 
Surface hardening 

Fine grinding/ 
Polishing  

Final check/  
Wash/ 

Measurement 

14. Pressure rolling (Tryckrullning)  
15.Alignment checking and correction 
16.Fine grinding 
17.Cold rolling of splines 
18.Turning  
19.Balancing by removing material 
20.Nondestructive testing (NDT) 
21.Polishing (fine polishing on bearings) 
22.Final wash 
23.Final measurement 
24.Final check 

 
 

Figure 3-2 Machining steps of crankshaft manufacturing 

As Figure 3-2 shows the steps of machining can be divided into three main 
groups; rough machining operations, surface hardening and then fine 
machining operations to make sure all specifications are met. Final checks, 
wash and measurement are the final steps in the cylinder production line. So in 
the scope of this thesis, it is needed to do an analysis on all process steps 
starting from forged part received until delivery of the crankshaft. Then the 
most energy consuming steps in the process are identified. Modeling and 
simulation of those steps using SD approach comes next. Doing the simulation 
and analysis it will be possible to identify key variables that influence the 
consumption of energy and possibly propose solutions to minimize it. 

Since turning, milling and drilling constitute a relatively large percentage of the 
operations (and therefore a large part of energy consumption) they were 
chosen to be the focus of this work.  

Cold forming of splines, surface hardening and grinding are also energy-
intensive operations which can be considered for further work and modeling. 
 
To do SD modeling, there are a few choices available for the software to be 
used. They include Vensim, Powersim and STELLA, among others. They give 
good visibility to trace and understand interactions between different 
parameters and STELLA, our chosen software, is in particular pretty user-
friendly in the sense that it is easy to use and understand. 

 

3.2. Waste 
Since the main focus of this work is on energy consumption and environmental 
damages (in terms of the waste produced), it is needed to define what is meant 
by waste.  
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Figure 3-3 Waste from product concept to materialized product 

As Figure 3-3 shows, to transform product concept to materialized product, 
material and energy have to be input into the system. What is obtained after 
process steps is the materialized product but also some energy and material 
which were wasted. A look at picture 4 shows a schematic view tailored to our 
care of Volvo Cars. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3-4 Waste in machining 

As Figure 3-4 shows well, in machining processes the inputs to the system are 
the work piece material, cutting fluids that are used in machining plus the 
energy needed to perform the machining. The output of the system is the final 
work piece plus the chip that is produced (a part of it is recycled and the rest is 
a waste), the fluids that are wasted (part of the fluid which was used is recycled 
but part of it cannot be recycled and there’s some evaporation as well) and the 
energy which was wasted (one can also call that non-value adding energy).  
Any manufacturer would aim at reducing the waste and therefore the cost. 
However in order to do that first we need to know systems behavior and then 
try to play with the factors or parameters in the system so that the waste is 
reduced.   
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3.3. Manufacturing Cost Factors 
Manufacturing cost factors can be divided into four main categories: Machine 
Tool, Machining, Process Scheduling and Production Planning. Machining (our 
focus area) can be divided into three sub categories in itself: Process 
parameters, fluids and removed material. 
 

• Machine Tool 

o  Power requirements 
o  Initial costs 
o  Depreciation 
o  Flexibility 
o  Maintenance 
o  Expected use 

• Machining  

o  Process parameters  
o  Fluid  
o  Removed material   

• Process Scheduling                        

• Production Planning   

There are many points that should be borne in mind when thinking of 
machining cost and parameters that affect it. Yet to keep it feasible and 
practical to do, some parameters would be chosen to analyze and understand 
the model. Detailed information about parameters is presented in analysis 
section.   

3.4. Brief Technical Description 

3.4.1. Turning 
Turning is a process of removing metal from the outer diameter of a cylindrical 
work piece. It is one of the most basic machining processes, which involves a 
part rotating while a single point cutting tool is moved parallel to the axis of 
rotation [23]. 

The turning process that has been modeled here is external turning to remove 
metal from the work piece under desired process specifications to get to the final 
diameter. To clarify what the current structure of the model is based on, it 
should be noted that this operation is done in three sections: rough, semi rough 
and finally fine turning. Below the terminology, units and formulas used in the 
turning model are found.  
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3.4.1.1. Terminology and Units 
D= Machined diameter (mm) 
vc= Cutting speed (mm/min) 
n= Spindle speed (rev/min) 
T= Machining time (min) 
Q= Material removal rate (mm3/min) 
l= Machined length (mm) 
P= Cutting power (kW) 
kc= Specific cutting force (N/mm2) 
f= Feed per revolution (mm/rev) 
Rmax= Maximum allowable roughness (mm) 
ap= Depth of cut (mm) 
h= Average chip thickness (mm) 
қ= Cutting edge angle (degree) 
rε= Insert nose radius (mm) 
 

3.4.1.2. Mathematical Formulas  
Cutting speed (mm/min)                          vc= π × D× n   

Material removal rate (mm3/min)                 Q= vc × ap × f 

Cutting power (kW) P = ��× ��× � × ��
��������

  

Machining time (min) T =  �
� × �

  

Maximum allowable roughness (mm)         Rmax=
��×���
��

    

Specific cutting force (N/mm2)                  𝑘� = 𝑘� ×  ��.�
�
�
�.��

  

3.4.2. Milling 
In principle, milling performs metal cutting by a coordinated movement between 
a rotating, multi-edge tool and straight feed of a work piece [24]. Technical data 
on milling parameters follow.  

In the case of crankshaft machining, the operation carried out is actually called 
interior milling. Figure 3-5 clarifies what is meant by interior milling process. To 
perform machining operation the crankshaft is fed into the mill which machines 
the bearings with its internal insert. This milling operation is chosen since 
crankshaft is not symmetrical. 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3-5 An interior milling wheel 
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3.4.2.1. Terminology and Units 
D= Cutting diameter (mm) 
l= Machining length (mm) 
ap= Axial depth of cut (mm) 
ae= Radial depth of cut (mm) 
vc= Cutting speed (mm/min) 
Q= Material removal rate (mm3/min) 
fz= Feed per tooth (mm) 
fn= Feed per revolution (mm/rev) 
zn= Number of edges in the tool (Piece) 
ŋ= Efficiency 
h= Average chip thickness (mm) 
kc= Specific cutting force (N/mm2) 
n= Spindle speed (rev/min) 
vf= Feed speed (mm/min) 
h= Average chip thickness (mm) 
T= Machining time (min) 
 

3.4.2.2. Mathematical Formulas  
Material removal rate (mm3/min)              Q= ap × ae × vf 

Feed speed  (mm/min)                             vf= fz× n × zn 

Feed per revolution (mm/rev)                    fn = ��
�

  

Cutting speed (mm/min) vc= π × D× n   

Cutting power (kW)                                  P= �� × �� × ��  ×��
��������×�

 

Average chip thickness (mm)                    h = f� × ���
�

  

Specific cutting force (N/mm2)                   𝑘� = 𝑘� ×  ��.�
�
�
�.��

  

Machining time (min) T= �
��× �

 

3.4.3. Drilling 
Drilling is a machining process which covers all methods of making cylindrical 
holes in a work piece with chip cutting tools. In addition to short-hole and deep-
hole drilling, the term drilling usually also covers subsequent machining such as 
broaching, reaming, counter-boring, and various forms of finishing such as 
skiving and roller burnishing. The means for realizing these processes is rotating 
main motion together with a linear feed motion [25].  
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 Terminology and Units 
Dc= Drill diameter (mm) 
l = Length of cut, axial (mm) 
ap= Depth of cut, radial (mm) 
vc= Cutting speed at Dc (mm/min) 
Q= Material removal rate (mm3/min) 
fn= Feed per revolution (mm/rev) 
z= Number of edges in the tool (Pieces) 
kc= Specific cutting force (N/mm2) 
n= Spindle speed (rev/min) 
vf= Feed speed (mm/min) 
T= Machining time (min) 

 

3.4.3.1. Mathematical Formulas  
Material removal rate (mm3/min)              Q= vc × ap × fn 

Feed speed  (mm/min)                             vf= fn× n 

Cutting speed (mm/min) vc= π × Dc × n   

Cutting power (kW)                                  
P = 

kc × ��  × Vc × � 1.17-
ap
D � 

60000 × η
 

Specific cutting force (N/mm2)              
𝑘� = 𝑘� ×  �

0.4
𝑓�
�
�.��

 

Machining time (min)                           T= �
 ��× �
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3.5. Turning Process Analysis 
In this section, there is detailed explanation about the model, how it has been 
constructed, what results are obtained from the simulation and how they are 
interpreted. Simulation period is 12 months in all three models of turning, milling 
and drilling. 
 

3.5.1. System Dynamics Model of Turning Process 
Figure 3-6 represents the dynamic structure of the turning process. The 
influential process parameters in turning are cutting speed, feed, spindle speed, 
depth of cut and diameter. In the system level rate of defects, tool change, tool 
disturbance, chip recycling and fluid recycling are being considered.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Dynamic structure of turning at system level 

In the process level the “energy needed for turning per item” is calculated. The 
turning process of the crankshaft needs three levels including rough, semi rough 
and fine turning.  The process parameters are different in each process level, 
Therefore it is decided to model them separately. Figure 3-7 illustrates the 
dynamic structure of the turning process for rough turning process. Terminology, 
formulas and units to calculate the auxiliary variables in the model are extracted 
from Modern Metal Cutting handbook (Sandvik). “Energy needed for turning per 
item” in the system level is the summation of the Energy needed for turning per 
item of each level.  
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Figure 3-7 Dynamic structure of rough turning 

The third part of the model considers the chip recycling. This chip recycling is 
based on total material removal which is calculated for each section of the 
process level as shown in Figure 3-7. The recycled material stock is used for chip 
recycling energy calculation in system level which is illustrated in Figure 3-8.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Dynamic structure of chip recycling 

3.5.2. Analysis 

3.5.2.1. General Description  
In order to analyze the dynamic of turning process the following issues are 
considered:  

• Results: they are the indices, rates, and stocks which can help us 
determine the main influential policies and their level. They can also show 
us the dynamic behavior of the model. In this model energy consumption, 
fluid consumption and chip generation are considered.  
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• Influential factors: these are the factors which could affect the mentioned 
results. The aim is to vary these factors in order to investigate the 
dynamic behavior of the results. Improvement scenarios are identified 
based on the analysis of these factors. The investigated factors in this 
research include initial diameter, standby power, spindle speed, spindle 
rotation power, energy to recycle one liter of fluids, rate of defects per day 
and fluid flow rate. 

3.5.2.2. Validation 
Since the developed model is going to be used for further analysis in this step 
the model should be verified from the following perspectives: 

1. Structure: As it is mentioned before the turning process is modeled in two 
level, system level and process level. In the process level all the 
mathematical relations are based on standard machining handbooks and 
then are discussed with experts both in Production Engineering 
department at KTH and in Volvo Cars. Parameters and their values are 
gathered from industry. Moreover some ranges are based on handbooks 
as well, but the real numbers are not presented in this report due to 
confidentiality concerns. But the dynamic behavior of the model which will 
be illustrated in the next sections is complying with the real results.  
 

2. Behavior: Figure 3-9 shows the result of simulation with the initial values 
of variables.  

• Behavior prediction test: As an example the green curve shows 
“Used fluid per day” which shows an exponential behavior. This 
phenomenon can be justified by the fact that the fluid use at the 
beginning of simulation is high and then it starts to decrease 
gradually because of the fact that the used fluids is recycled and 
goes back to the process. Other behavioral aspects are described in 
detail in scenario analysis.   
 

• Behavior reproduction test: Figure 3-10 shows the result of 
repetitive simulation of the model under the same conditions which 
shows the reproducibility of the model. Figure 3-11 shows the 
values of parameters under which simulation runs have been done.  
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Figure 3-11 Parameter value 

 

Figure 3-9 Turning system behavior 

 
Figure 3-10 Turning system behavior in repetitive 

simulation 

 

3.5.2.3. Baseline for Analysis  
After determining the factors, there should be references for result analysis. 
There are two ways to consider the reference for energy consumption. The first 
way is to identify the input energy to the system and then compare with the 
actual consumption based on the model during the time of simulation. To achieve 
this we need some historical data or an empirical formula to specify the input 
energy. This issue could not be addressed in this research due to the lack of data 
and a suitable empirical formula. The second way which is considered in this 
research is to set a standard level of energy consumption in an ideal situation 
where all non-value adding activities are excluded from calculations. That is, the 
all the wastes are zero which means the value for tool change time, cutting 
parameter resetting time, tool disturbance and rate of defects is zero.   

After that a performance index is defined which is the division of the standard 
energy level by real energy consumption under different scenarios. The ideal 
value for this performance index is 1 and therefore the closer we get to this 
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value the more efficient our system is with regards to energy consumption. In 
other words: 

Energy performance index= standard (ideal) energy consumption/real energy 
consumption (energy use rate) 

3.5.2.4. Results of Simulation under the Ideal Conditions    
Table 3-1 shows the parameters whose values are set as zero to determine the 
ideal energy consumption.  

Table 3-1 Parameters under study to determine the ideal energy consumption 
 

 

 

This energy consumption is set as a standard to be a base for energy 
performance index analysis in next steps. Figure 3-12 depicts the simulation run 
in this step. As the numeric display in this Figure shows, energy performance 
index is 1 in this condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-12 Simulating turning model under ideal conditions 

Parameters 
Tool change 

time 

Cutting 
parameter 

resetting time 

Tool 
disturbance 

Rate of 
defects 

Value 0 0 0 0 
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3.5.2.5. Scenario Analysis  

3.5.2.5.1. Change of feed, spindle speed, depth of cut, initial diameter  
The mentioned factors are the main factors in process level of the system. The 
ranges in which these factors can vary are based on technical issues such as 
work piece material, quality, tool, etc. Therefore the possible range for each of 
them is identified and analyzed by simulation. Figures 3.13 a, b and c show the 
behavior of the model and associated values of the results. There is no significant 
change in Energy, Recycled fluid per day and Used fluid per day stocks. However 
due to different feed and depth and diameter, Chip stock shows variations. 

Figure 3-13 (a)  Turning system behavior while changing process level parameters 
  

Figure 3-13 (b) Turning system behavior while changing process level parameters 
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3.5.2.5.2. Change in energy to recycle one liter of fluid, rate of defect per day and fluid flow 
rate   

In this scenario the mentioned factors are changed in order to investigate the 
effects of them on the energy performance index. Since changing the process 
parameters in the previous scenario does not affect the energy performance 
index significantly, they are adjusted in their minimum acceptable level. The 
parameters value, under which the simulation in this step is run, is illustrated in 
Figure 3-15. It is clear in Figure 3-14 that energy performance index decreases 
drastically, which is a proof that the mentioned factors are of high importance in 
energy consumption.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-14 Change in Energy performance index 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-15 Values of parameters under study in the simulation run 

 

Figure 3-13 (c)  Turning system behavior while changing process level parameters 
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Figure 3-16 represents the result of the simulation. The blue line shows the 
energy stock which follows an exponential pattern which is stabilized after a 
particular point when the energy usage rate is balanced with the energy input. As 
it is described in section 3.5 under section “General Description”, if we are able 
to set the real input of the system this model could be useful to identify the 
balance point.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-16 Turning system behavior 

The red line shows the chip quantity which shows an exponential behavior and is 
fixed at a certain level based on the considered target (recycle rate). Obviously 
with increasing the recycling ability this can be achieved faster with the higher 
level.  

The pink line represents “recycled fluid per day” stock. It shows an exponential 
behavior too and reaches some stability at some point of time based on the 
considered target (fluid recycle rate).  

The green line shows a negative exponential behavior of “used fluid per day” 
stock. This phenomenon is because of the fact that at the beginning of the 
simulation the fluid required for the process is high due to the demand of turning 
process. But afterwards since the recycled fluid is fed to the system this amount 
is decreased.  
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3.6. Milling Process Analysis 

3.6.1. System Dynamics Model of Milling Process 
Similar to the turning case, in this case too there are influential parameters in 
process and system levels. Figure 3-17 shows dynamic structure of the milling 
process. Due to characteristics of machining processes, the influential 
parameters in turning, milling and drilling processes at system level are the 
same. Rate of defects, tool change, tool disturbance, chip recycling and fluid 
recycling are the influential parameters being considered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-17 Dynamic structure of milling at system level 

At process level “energy needed for milling per item” is computed. The current 
model incorporates three sub processes of rough, semi-rough and fine milling. 
Since values associated with process parameters in each of them are different, it 
is decided that they be modeled in three different sectors. However it should be 
noted that there could be as many sectors as desired according to the nature and 
characteristics of the process being modeled and principles would still remain the 
same. Figure 3-18 represents the dynamic structure of the rough milling sector 
of the model. Terminology, formulas and units used in the model have been 
previously introduced in 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2. 
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Figure 3-18 Dynamic structure of rough milling 

The summation of ‘Theoretical energy usage’ of the three sectors gives ‘Energy 
needed for milling per item’ which appeared in Figure 3-17. Figure 3-19 
represents the section of the model dealing with chip generation and recycling. 
“Recycled material” stock appears at dynamic structure of milling at system level 
as well.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-19 Dynamic structure of chip recycling in milling model 

3.6.2. Analysis 
To be able analyze the dynamics of milling process we have to focus on the 
following: 

• Results: they are the indices, rates and stocks which can help us 
determine the main influential factors and their level. They can also show 
us the dynamic behavior of the model. Same as turning operation, in the 
case of milling energy consumption, fluid consumption and chip generation 
are taken into account.  
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• Influential factors: these are factors that can affect results. What we are 

interested in is to change these factors to examine and study the dynamic 
behavior of the results. Improvement scenarios put forward in following 
sections are designed based on analysis of these factors. The investigated 
factors are standby power, spindle speed, spindle rotation power, energy 
to recycle one liter of fluids, rate of defects per day and fluid flow rate.  
 

3.6.2.1. Validation 
The validity of the model has been examined from following perspectives: 

1. Structure: all the mathematical relations used to do the model are 
based on standard handbook and have been discussed with experts 
both in Production Engineering department at KTH and in Volvo Cars. 
Parameters and their values are gathered from industry. As explained 
in section 3.6.2.2 due to confidentiality reasons real numbers are not 
presented in this report.  
 

2. Behavior: to check validity of the model from behavior point of view it is 
required that two tests be carried out to see behavior of the constructed 
model. Figure 3-20 represents values of the parameters that have been 
studied in the model and Figure 3-21 shows the result of the 
correspondent simulation run.  
 

• Behavior-prediction test: Figure 3-21 basically shows the behavior 
of the system when we run the simulation. Chip and Recycled fluid 
per day show an exponential behavior and become stable at some 
point of time based on the considered target (chip recycle rate and 
fluid recycle rate). Used fluid per day on the other hand is 
exponentially decreasing. This can be justified by the fact that fluid 
use at the beginning of simulation is high and gradually decreases 
since used fluid is recycled and fed back into the system. 

• Behavior-reproduction test: to check behavior-reproducibility, we 
need to run the model under the same conditions again and check 
the result. Figure 3-22 demonstrates that the repetitive simulation 
generates same results and thus shows reproducibility of the model.  
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Figure 3-20 Values of parameters under 
study 

 

Figure 3-21 Milling system behavior 
 

 
Figure 3-22 Milling system behavior in repetitive 

simulation 
 

 

3.6.2.2. Baseline for Analysis 
To be able to analyze the result we need some reference. As explained in section 
3.6.2.3 of the report, we use energy performance index.  

3.6.2.3. Result of Simulation under Ideal Conditions 
To analyze system’s behavior under ideal condition, all parameters that count as 
waste should be considered zero. Therefore tool change time, cutting parameter 
resetting time, tool disturbance and rate of defect are set as zero. Table 3-1 
shows these parameters and their value.  

As clarified in section 3.6.2.4 the energy consumption calculated under this 
condition is the called “Standard energy consumption rate” and is used for 
further analysis.  

Figure 3-23 illustrates the simulation run under ideal conditions. It can be noted 
that numeric display for energy performance index shows value of 1.  
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Figure 3-23 Simulating milling model under ideal conditions 

3.6.2.4. Scenario Analysis  
In this section we make changes in process level parameters and system level 
parameters to observe how energy stock changes. To understand this more 
easily we use a comparative bar chart instead of a graph. Five different scenarios 
are defined as put below.  

Feed, spindle speed and depth of cut are the main parameters at process level of 
the system. We change the values of these parameters within a particular range 
and observe system’s behavior. Possible range of change is identified based on 
technical and technological consideration. Scenarios 4 and 5 are where we 
change influential parameters that we had discovered in 3.6.2.5.2. Graphical 
results are shown in Figure 3-24. 

Scenarios:  

1. BLUE: Baseline (all non-value adding parameters set as zero). So avg. tool 
change time, cutting parameter resetting time, tool disturbance and rate 
of defect are zero.  

2. RED: Avg. tool change time, tool disturbance, cutting parameter resetting 
time and rate of defect are set as their actual values which are 0.5, 0.25, 
0.5 and 0.02 (hrs.) respectively. 

3. PINK: Standby power, spindle speed and spindle rotation power are 
changed. Standby power is changed from 2 to 5 (kW), spindle speed from 
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2000 to 2300 (1/min) and spindle rotation power from 0.5 to 3 (kW).The 
result of simulation supports the assumption that they are not influential 
parameters in energy use.   

4. GREEN: All parameters have the same value as they did in scenario 2 
except that influential parameters are decreased. Rate of defect from 0.02 
to 0, energy to recycle one liter of fluid from 20 to 7 (kWh*day/lit), fluid 
flow rate from 200 to 20 (lit/day) and energy to recycle material from 5 to 
2 (kWh/mm^3). 

5. ORANGE: Influential parameters are increased, all other conditions being 
the same as scenario 2. Rate of defect is increased from 0.02 to 0.07, 
energy to recycle one liter of fluid from 20 to 70 (kWh*day/lit), fluid flow 
rate from 200 to 600 (lit/day) and energy to recycle material from 5 to 15 
(kWh/mm^3).  

This way we can easily check different scenarios and choose best values for 
parameters to make energy use as low as possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-24 Energy use rate in milling system under different scenarios             
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3.7. Drilling Process Analysis 

3.7.1. System Dynamics Model of Drilling Process 
Figure 3-25 represents the overall drilling model. As explained in 3.6.1 and 3.7.1 
it comprises of process level and system level. Influential parameters at these 
two levels are being considered in the model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-25 Overall dynamic structure of drilling process 

At process level, theoretical energy usage is calculated. Figure 3-26 illustrates 
the dynamic structure of drilling at process level. Terminologies, formulas, 
relationships and units are based on Modern Metal Cutting handbook (Sandvik).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-26 Dynamic structure of drilling 
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The third part of the model represents the section of the plant that deals with 
chip recycling. Recycled material stock is used to calculate the energy needed to 
recycle material  

 

 

 

Figure 3-27 Dynamic structure of chip recycling in drilling model 

3.7.2. Analysis 

3.7.2.1. Validation 
Similar to turning and milling model behavior prediction and reproduction tests 
are carried out. Simulation results illustrate the same pattern which proves 
validity of the structure of the model (Figure 29). Figure 3-28 shows the values 
of parameters in the simulation runs. Figure 3-30 shows the result of repetitive 
simulation of the model under the same condition.  

 

Figure 3-28 Values of parameters 
under study  

Figure 3-29 Drilling system behavior  

Figure 3-30 Drilling system behavior in repetitive 
simulation  
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3.7.2.2. Result of Simulation under Ideal Conditions 
In drilling model too, similar to cases of turning and milling, we run the 
simulation under ideal condition i.e. we consider non-value adding activities to 
have value of zero. Table 3-1 represents these parameters and their value which 
is zero. The energy consumption which is calculated is called “energy 
performance index”. It actually plays the role of a base standard for further 
analysis and comparisons in next steps. Figure 3-31 shows the simulation run 
carried out in this step. The two numeric displays in this figure represent “Energy 
performance index” which equals one under the current ideal condition and 
“Standard energy consumption rate”. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3-31 Simulation run under ideal condition 
 

3.7.2.3. Scenario Analysis 
Feed, spindle speed and depth of cut are the main factors in process level that 
are under our control meaning that we can change them within a possible range 
and view changes in system behavior. This range depends on technical and 
technological concerns and capabilities as well as work piece material, quality 
and tool concerns among others. Figures 3.32 a, b, and c show the behavior of 
the model and associated results. Values of feed, spindle speed and depth of cut 
are set in their lowest, middle and highest possible values in the three simulation 
runs.  
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Figure 3-32 (a) Model behavior 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3-32 (b) Model behavior 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3-32 (c) Model behavior 
 

 

It is clear in the figures that changing the values of the mentioned parameters 
does not affect energy consumption. However the curve pertaining to chip shows 
changes which can be justified by the fact that increase depth of cut and spindle 
speed increases material removal rate and the value of ‘chip’ stock consequently. 
Behavior of ‘Energy’ stock which is of our interest did not change and energy 
performance index has remained the same as well.   

So now like the case of milling we develop some scenarios to see how energy use 
changes. Since changing process parameter did not affect energy performance 
index, they are kept constant.  
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Scenarios:  

1. BLUE: Baseline (all non-value adding parameters set as zero). So avg. tool 
change time, cutting parameter resetting time, tool disturbance and rate 
of defect are zero.  

2. RED: Avg. tool change time, tool disturbance, cutting parameter resetting 
time and rate of defect are set as their actual values which are 0.5, 0.25, 
0.5 (hrs.) and 0.01 respectively. 

3. PINK: Standby power, spindle speed and spindle rotation power are 
changed. Standby power3 is changed from 2 to 5 (kW), spindle speed 
from 1508 to 1800 (1/min) and spindle rotation power from 0.5 to 3 
(kW).The result of simulation supports the assumption that they are not 
influential parameters in energy use. There is a slight increase in energy 
use rate.  

4. GREEN: All parameters have the same value as they did in scenario 2 
except that influential parameters are decreased. Energy to recycle one 
liter of fluid from 20 to 7 (kWh*day/lit), fluid flow rate from 200 to 80 
(lit/day) and energy to recycle material from 5 to 2 (kWh/mm^3). 

5. ORANGE: Influential parameters are increased, all other conditions being 
the same as scenario 2. Rate of defect is increased from 0.02 to 0.07, 
energy to recycle one liter of fluid from 20 to 70 (kWh*day/lit), fluid flow 
rate from 200 to 500 (lit/day) and energy to recycle material from 5 to 15 
(kWh/mm^3).  

Results can be seen in Figure 3-33 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-33 Energy use rate in drilling system under different scenarios 
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3.8. Improvement Suggestions 

Based on the analysis results, following suggestions can affect the energy usage 
rate: 

• Decreasing the influential parameters in the system level such as average 
tool change time, average cutting parameters resetting time and average 
tool disturbance time  

• Having better quality to decrease the defects 
• Finding methods to decrease the energy needed for chip and fluid 

recycling 
• Technical solutions to decrease the fluid needed by new cutting tool or 

new fluid materials  
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4. CONCLUSION 

System dynamics is an approach to understanding behavior of complex systems 
over time. It was initially applied in management by Prof. Forrester but is now 
applied in a wide range of sciences including social sciences, defense and 
management. However it has not yet been widely applied in engineering and 
manufacturing.  

Sustainability as a fundamental concern in today’s industries can only be 
achieved if there is a holistic, systematic approach to the whole system. The core 
idea behind sustainability is to make sure that the rate at which we are 
consuming the earth’s resources is equal to the rate at which the earth can 
replenish its resources. In manufacturing, environmental concerns, energy 
consumption and waste management are three important dimensions that have 
to be born in mind to achieve a more sustainable manufacturing process.  

In the case studied in this thesis, a crankshaft production line is considered. 
Three processes of crankshaft production have been chosen to be modeled with 
focus on energy consumption and waste production. These processes are 
turning, milling and drilling. The model developed comprises of a system level 
and a process level. After simulating the model it was clear that process level 
parameters are not influential in the energy consumption. That is that changes in 
these parameters within the allowed range do not bring about significant changes 
in energy consumption.  

Having this in mind scenarios were developed which supported this assumption 
further more.    

System level parameters on the other hand showed quite influential. This could 
be easily seen in bar charts showing energy use in different scenarios.  

To improve these processes energy-wise, one can suggest non value adding 
activities to be as small as possible. In this case average tool change time, 
average cutting parameters resetting time and average tool disturbance time can 
be minimized. Speaking of the system level turning to new methods to treat chip 
and fluid, using new technologies and cutting tools to allow minimum quantity 
lubrication and improving item quality can significantly reduce energy 
consumption. 

Using STELLA, it is also possible to check different combinations of parameters to 
achieve values for optimal energy consumption and waste production.  
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Decision

Parameter

Effect on
consumption

Impact 
assessment by 

LCA

5. FUTURE WORK 

• In the proposed model different aspects of the process which can 
potentially affect the energy consumption are considered. However some 
of these aspects have both negative and positive impacts on the 
sustainability. For instance the recycling process increases the energy 
consumption but at the same time more recycling means more material 
saving and more revenue. Therefore a very good parameter which can 
analyze the dynamic behavior of energy and fluid and chip recycling is 
‘Cost’. So it is suggested to consider the cost factor for further 
development of the model. 
  

• By defining the energy and material consumption during a life cycle using 
life cycle assessment (LCA) one can define measurable impact on the 
environment. This might lead to decisions to change parameters. For 
example after doing LCA the company might want to change type of 
coolants it is using or change cutting parameters or any other influential 
factor, however one should remember that those decisions should be cost-
justified. Figure 5-1 demonstrates this process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1 LCA in combination with system dynamics modeling 

Since the aim of the dynamic analysis of the processes is to investigate the 
behavior of the model in a long term, rather than a particular point of time it is 
decided to adjust the time span of the simulation to one year. The fact that the 
output parameters of the simulation stabilize after the particular time is a sign 
that this period is sufficient.  
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APPENDIX I- A Overall Turning Model 
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APPENDIX I- B Overall Milling Model 
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APPENDIX I- C Overall Drilling Model 
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APPENDIX II- A Turning Model Equations 

Chip(t) = Chip(t – dt ) + (Material_removal_rate_4 - Recycle_rate) * dt 
INIT Chip = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Material_removal_rate_4 = Total_material_removal_per_item-Number_of_items_per_day 
OUTFLOWS: 
Recycle_rate = 0.8*Chip 
Energy(t) = Energy(t - dt) + (Energy_input - Energy_use_rate) * dt 
INIT Energy = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Energy_input = Input_rate 
OUTFLOWS: 
Energy_use_rate = 
Energy_for_rework+Total_energy_needed_to_pump_fluids_in_the_system+Total_energy_to_recycl
e_fluids+Loss_due_to_changeover_time+Loss_due_to_tool_change+Loss_due_to_waiting_time_bet
ween_feeding_and_operation+Total_energy_for_turning_per_day+Total_energy_to_recycle_materi
al 
Recycled_fluid_per_day(t) = Recycled_fluid_per_day(t - dt) + (Fluid_recycled) * dt 
INIT Recycled_fluid_per_day = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Fluid_recycled = Used_fluid_per_day*0.78 
Recycled_material(t) = Recycled_material(t - dt) + (Recycle_rate) * dt 
INIT Recycled_material = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Recycle_rate = 0.8*Chip 
Used_fluid_per_day(t) = Used_fluid_per_day(t - dt) + (Fluid_usage_rate - Fluid_recycled) * dt 
INIT Used_fluid_per_day = 100000 
INFLOWS: 
Fluid_usage_rate = Fluid_flow_rate 
OUTFLOWS: 
Fluid_recycled = Used_fluid_per_day*0.78 
Aveare_cutting_parameter_resetting_time_per_day = 0.5 
Average_chip_thickness1 = Feed_per_rev1*SIN(Cutting_edge_angle1) 
Average_chip_thickness2 = Feed_per_rev2*SIN(Cutting_edge_angle2) 
Average_chip_thickness3 = Feed_per_rev3*SIN(Cutting_edge_angle3) 
Average_tool_change_time_per_day = 0.5 
Average_tool_disturbance_per_day = 0.25 
Cutting_edge_angle1 = 45 
Cutting_edge_angle2 = 45 
Cutting_edge_angle3 = 45 
Cutting_power1 = 
(Cutting_speed1*Depth_of_cut1*Feed_per_rev1*Specific_cutting_force1)/60000000 
Cutting_power2 = 
(Cutting_speed2*Depth_of_cut2*Feed_per_rev2*Specific_cutting_force2)/60000000 
Cutting_power3 = 
(Cutting_speed3*Depth_of_cut3*Feed_per_rev3*Specific_cutting_force3)/60000000 
Cutting_speed1 = (Diameter1*Spindle_speed1*PI) 
Cutting_speed2 = (Diameter2*Spindle_speed2*PI) 
Cutting_speed3 = (Diameter3*Spindle_speed3*PI) 
Depth_of_cut1 = 0.4 
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Depth_of_cut2 = 0.4 
Depth_of_cut3 = 0.4 
Diameter1 = 220 
Diameter2 = 200 
Diameter3 = 180 
Energy_for_rework = Total_energy_for_turning_per_day*Rate_of_defects_per_day 
Energy_needed_for_turning_per_item = 
(Theoretical_energy__usage1+Theoretical_energy__usage2+Theoretical_energy__usage3) 
Energy_needed_yo_recycle_cubic_mm_of_material = 5 
Energy_performance_index = Standard_energy_consumption_rate/Energy_use_rate*100 
Energy_to_pump_one_liter_of_fluid = 1 
Energy_to_recycle_one_liter_of_fluids = 10 
Feed_per_rev1 = 0.4312 
Feed_per_rev2 = 0.4312 
Feed_per_rev3 = 0.4312 
Fluid_flow_rate = 200 
Initial_diameter = 225 
Input_rate = 10000000 
Ks1 = 1600 
Ks2 = 1600 
Ks3 = 1600 
Length1 = Workpiece_length1*Number_of_passes1 
Length2 = Number_of_passes2*Workpiece_length2 
Length3 = Workpiece_length3*Number_of_passes3 
Loss_due_to_changeover_time = 
Aveare_cutting_parameter_resetting_time_per_day*Standby_power3 
Loss_due_to_tool_change = Spindle_rotation_power2*Average_tool_change_time_per_day 
Loss_due_to_waiting_time_between_feeding_and_operation = 
Spindle_rotation_power*Average_tool_disturbance_per_day 
Machining_time1 = Length1/(Feed_per_rev1*Spindle_speed1) 
Machining_time2 = Length2/(Feed_per_rev2*Spindle_speed2) 
Machining_time3 = Length3/(Feed_per_rev3*Spindle_speed3) 
Material_removal_rate1 = Cutting_speed1*Depth_of_cut1*Feed_per_rev1 
Material_removal_rate2 = Cutting_speed2*Depth_of_cut2*Feed_per_rev2 
Material_removal_rate3 = Cutting_speed3*Depth_of_cut3*Feed_per_rev3 
Max_allowable_roughness1 = (Feed_per_rev1^2*125)/Nose_radious1 
Max_allowable_roughness2 = (Feed_per_rev2^2*125)/Nose_radious2 
Max_allowable_roughnesw3 = (Feed_per_rev3^2*125)/Nose_radious3 
Nose_radious1 = 60 
Nose_radious2 = 60 
Nose_radious3 = 60 
Number_of_items_per_day = 24 
Number_of_passes1 = (Initial_diameter-Diameter1)/Depth_of_cut1 
Number_of_passes2 = (Diameter1-Diameter2)/Depth_of_cut2 
Number_of_passes3 = (Diameter2-Diameter3)/Depth_of_cut3 
Rate_of_defects_per_day = 0.005 
Specific_cutting_force1 = Ks1*(Specific_feed1/Average_chip_thickness1)^0.29 
Specific_cutting_force2 = Ks2*(Specific_feed2/Average_chip_thickness2)^0.29 
Specific_cutting_force3 = Ks3*(Specific_feed3/Average_chip_thickness3)^0.29 
Specific_feed1 = 0.4 
Specific_feed2 = 0.4 
Specific_feed3 = 0.4 
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Spindle_rotation_power = 0.5 
Spindle_rotation_power2 = 0.5 
Spindle_speed1 = 565 
Spindle_speed2 = 565 
Spindle_speed3 = 565 
Standard_energy_consumption_rate = 779.70 
Standby_power3 = 2 
Theoretical_energy__usage1 = Cutting_power1*(Machining_time1/60) 
Theoretical_energy__usage2 = Cutting_power2*(Machining_time2/60) 
Theoretical_energy__usage3 = Cutting_power3*Machining_time3 
Total_energy_for_turning_per_day = 
Energy_needed_for_turning_per_item*Number_of_items_per_day 
Total_energy_needed_to_pump_fluids_in_the_system = 
Fluid_flow_rate*Energy_to_pump_one_liter_of_fluid 
Total_energy_to_recycle_fluids = Recycled_fluid_per_day*Energy_to_recycle_one_liter_of_fluids 
Total_energy_to_recycle_material = 
Recycled_material*Energy_needed_yo_recycle_cubic_mm_of_material 
Total_material_removal_per_item = 
Material_removal_rate1+Material_removal_rate2+Material_removal_rate3 
Workpiece_length1 = 100 
Workpiece_length2 = 100 
Workpiece_length3 = 100 
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APPENDIX II- B Milling Model Equations 

Chip(t) = Chip(t - dt) + (Material_removal_rate - Recycle_rate) * dt 
INIT Chip = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Material_removal_rate = Total_material_removal_per_item-Number_of_items_per_day 
OUTFLOWS: 
Recycle_rate = 0.8*Chip 
Energy(t) = Energy(t - dt) + (Energy_input - Energy_use_rate) * dt 
INIT Energy = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Energy_input = Input_rate 
OUTFLOWS: 
Energy_use_rate = 
Energy_for_rework+Total_energy_needed_to_pump_fluids_in_the_system+Total_energy_to_recycl
e_fluids+Loss_due_to_changeover_time+Loss_due_to_tool_change+Loss_due_to_waiting_time_bet
ween_feeding_and_operation+Total_energy_for_turning_per_day+Total_energy_to_recycle_materi
al 
Recycled_fluid_per_day(t) = Recycled_fluid_per_day(t - dt) + (Fluid_recycled) * dt 
INIT Recycled_fluid_per_day = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Fluid_recycled = Used_fluid_per_day*0.78 
Recycled_material(t) = Recycled_material(t - dt) + (Recycle_rate) * dt 
INIT Recycled_material = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Recycle_rate = 0.8*Chip 
Used_fluid_per_day(t) = Used_fluid_per_day(t - dt) + (Fluid_usage_rate - Fluid_recycled) * dt 
INIT Used_fluid_per_day = 100000 
INFLOWS: 
Fluid_usage_rate = Fluid_flow_rate 
OUTFLOWS: 
Fluid_recycled = Used_fluid_per_day*0.78 
Aveare_cutting_parameter_resetting_time_per_day = 0.5 
Average_chip_thickness1 = Feed_per_tooth1*SQRT(Radial_depth_of_cut1/Cutting_diameter1) 
Average_chip_thickness2 = Feed_per_tooth2*SQRT(Radial_depth_of_cut2/Cutting_diameter2) 
Average_chip_thickness3 = Feed_per_tooth3*SQRT(Radial_depth_of_cut3/Cutting_diameter3) 
Average_tool_change_time_per_day = 0.5 
Average_tool_disturbance_per_day = 0.25 
Axial_depth_of_cut1 = 2 
Axial_depth_of_cut2 = 2 
Axial_depth_of_cut3 = 2 
Cutting_diameter1 = 60 
Cutting_diameter2 = 60 
Cutting_diameter3 = 60 
Cutting_power1 = 
(Axial_depth_of_cut1*Radial_depth_of_cut1*Feed_speed1*Specific_cutting_force1)/(6*(10^7)*Effic
iency1) 
Cutting_power2 = 
(Axial_depth_of_cut2*Radial_depth_of_cut2*Feed_speed2*Specific_cutting_force2)/(6*(10^7)*Effic
iency2) 
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Cutting_power3 = 
(Axial_depth_of_cut3*Radial_depth_of_cut3*Feed_speed3*Specific_cutting_force3)/(6*(10^7)*Effic
iency3) 
Cutting_speed1 = (PI*Cutting_diameter1*Spindle_speed1) 
Cutting_speed2 = (PI*Cutting_diameter2*Spindle_speed2) 
Cutting_speed3 = (PI*Cutting_diameter3*Spindle_speed3) 
Efficiency1 = 0.85 
Efficiency2 = 0.85 
Efficiency3 = 0.85 
Energy_for_rework = Total_energy_for_turning_per_day*Rate_of_defects_per_day 
Energy_needed_for_milling_per_item = 
(Theoretical_energy__usage1+Theoretical_energy__usage2+Theoretical_energy__usage3) 
Energy_needed_yo_recycle_cubic_mm_of_material = 5 
Energy_performance_index = Standard_energy_consumption_rate/Energy_use_rate*100 
Energy_to_pump_one_liter_of_fluid = 1 
Energy_to_recycle_one_liter_of_fluids = 20 
Feed_per_revolution1 = Feed_speed1/Spindle_speed1 
Feed_per_revolution2 = Feed_speed2/Spindle_speed2 
Feed_per_revolution3 = Feed_speed3/Spindle_speed3 
Feed_per_tooth1 = 0.1 
Feed_per_tooth2 = 0.1 
Feed_per_tooth3 = 0.1 
Feed_speed1 = Feed_per_tooth1*Number_of_edges_in_the_tool1*Spindle_speed1 
Feed_speed2 = Feed_per_tooth2*Number_of_edges_in_the_tool2*Spindle_speed2 
Feed_speed3 = Feed_per_tooth3*Number_of_edges_in_the_tool3*Spindle_speed3 
Fluid_flow_rate = 200 
Input_rate = 10000000000 
Ks1 = 1800 
Ks2 = 1800 
Ks3 = 1800 
Loss_due_to_changeover_time = 
Aveare_cutting_parameter_resetting_time_per_day*Standby_power3 
Loss_due_to_tool_change = Spindle_rotation_power2*Average_tool_change_time_per_day 
Loss_due_to_waiting_time_between_feeding_and_operation = 
Spindle_rotation_power*Average_tool_disturbance_per_day 
Machined_length1 = 800 
Machined_length2 = 800 
Machined_length3 = 800 
Machining_time1 = Machined_length1/Feed_speed1 
Machining_time2 = Machined_length2/Feed_speed2 
Machining_time3 = Machined_length3/Feed_speed3 
Material_removal_rate1 = (Axial_depth_of_cut1*Feed_speed1*Radial_depth_of_cut1) 
Material_removal_rate2 = (Axial_depth_of_cut2*Feed_speed2*Radial_depth_of_cut2) 
Material_removal_rate3 = (Axial_depth_of_cut3*Feed_speed3*Radial_depth_of_cut3) 
Max_allowable__roughness1 = ((Feed_per_revolution1^2)*1000)/(4*Cutting_diameter1) 
Max_allowable__roughness2 = ((Feed_per_revolution2^2)*1000)/(4*Cutting_diameter2) 
Max_allowable__roughness3 = ((Feed_per_revolution3^2)*1000)/(4*Cutting_diameter3) 
Number_of_edges_in_the_tool1 = 6 
Number_of_edges_in_the_tool2 = 6 
Number_of_edges_in_the_tool3 = 6 
Number_of_items_per_day = 24 
Radial_depth_of_cut1 = 10 
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Radial_depth_of_cut2 = 10 
Radial_depth_of_cut3 = 10 
Rate_of_defects_per_day = 0.01 
Specific_cutting_force1 = Ks1*(Specific_feed1/Average_chip_thickness1)^0.29 
Specific_cutting_force2 = Ks2*(Specific_feed2/Average_chip_thickness2)^0.29 
Specific_cutting_force3 = Ks3*(Specific_feed3/Average_chip_thickness3)^0.29 
Specific_feed1 = 0.2 
Specific_feed2 = 0.2 
Specific_feed3 = 0.2 
Spindle_rotation_power = 0.5 
Spindle_rotation_power2 = 0.5 
Spindle_speed1 = 2000 
Spindle_speed2 = 2000 
Spindle_speed3 = 2000 
Standard_energy_consumption_rate = 5547902.76 
Standby_power3 = 2 
Theoretical_energy__usage1 = Cutting_power1*(Machining_time1/60) 
Theoretical_energy__usage2 = Cutting_power2*(Machining_time2/60) 
Theoretical_energy__usage3 = Cutting_power3*(Machining_time3/60) 
Total_energy_for_turning_per_day = 
Energy_needed_for_milling_per_item*Number_of_items_per_day 
Total_energy_needed_to_pump_fluids_in_the_system = 
Fluid_flow_rate*Energy_to_pump_one_liter_of_fluid 
Total_energy_to_recycle_fluids = Recycled_fluid_per_day*Energy_to_recycle_one_liter_of_fluids 
Total_energy_to_recycle_material = 
Recycled_material*Energy_needed_yo_recycle_cubic_mm_of_material 
Total_material_removal_per_item = 
Material_removal_rate1+Material_removal_rate2+Material_removal_rate3 
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APPENDIX II- C Drilling Model Equations 

Chip(t) = Chip(t - dt) + (Material_removal_rate - Recycle_rate) * dt 
INIT Chip = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Material_removal_rate = Material_removal_rate1*Number_of_items_per_day 
OUTFLOWS: 
Recycle_rate = 0.8*Chip 
Energy(t) = Energy(t - dt) + (Energy_input - Energy_use_rate) * dt 
INIT Energy = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Energy_input = Input_rate 
OUTFLOWS: 
Energy_use_rate = 
Energy_for_rework+Total_energy_needed_to_pump_fluids_in_the_system+Total_energy_to_recycl
e_fluids+Loss_due_to_changeover_time+Loss_due_to_tool_change+Loss_due_to_waiting_time_bet
ween_feeding_and_operation+Total_energy_for_drilling_per_day+Total_energy_to_recycle_materia
l 
Recycled_fluid_per_day(t) = Recycled_fluid_per_day(t - dt) + (Fluid_recycled) * dt 
INIT Recycled_fluid_per_day = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Fluid_recycled = Used_fluid_per_day*0.78 
Recycled_material(t) = Recycled_material(t - dt) + (Recycle_rate) * dt 
INIT Recycled_material = 0 
INFLOWS: 
Recycle_rate = 0.8*Chip 
Used_fluid_per_day(t) = Used_fluid_per_day(t - dt) + (Fluid_usage_rate - Fluid_recycled) * dt 
INIT Used_fluid_per_day = 100000 
INFLOWS: 
Fluid_usage_rate = Fluid_flow_rate 
OUTFLOWS: 
Fluid_recycled = Used_fluid_per_day*0.78 
Aveare_cutting_parameter_resetting_time_per_day = 0.5 
Average_tool_change_time_per_day = 0.5 
Average_tool_disturbance_per_day = 0.25 
Cutting_power1 = 
(Specific_cuting_force1*Feed_per_revolution1*Depth_of_cut*Cutting_speed1*((1.17-
(Depth_of_cut/Drill_diameter1)))/(60000*Efficiency1)) 
Cutting_speed1 = Spindle_speed*Drill_diameter1*PI 
Depth_of_cut = Drill_diameter1/2 
Drill_diameter1 = 19 
Efficiency1 = 0.85 
Energyperformance_index = Standard_energy_consumption_rate/Energy_use_rate*100 
Energy_for_rework = Total_energy_for_drilling_per_day*Rate_of_defects_per_day 
Energy_needed_for_drilling_per_item = Theoretical_energy_usage 
Energy_needed_yo_recycle_cubic_mm_of_material = 15 
Energy_to_pump_one_liter_of_fluid = 1 
Energy_to_recycle_one_liter_of_fluids = 70 
Feed_per_revolution1 = 0.07 
Feed_speed = Feed_per_revolution1*Spindle_speed 
Fluid_flow_rate = 500 
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Input_rate = 2293030000 
Ks = 1600 
Length_of_cut = 25 
Loss_due_to_changeover_time = 
Aveare_cutting_parameter_resetting_time_per_day*Standby_power3 
Loss_due_to_tool_change = Spindle_rotation_power2*Average_tool_change_time_per_day 
Loss_due_to_waiting_time_between_feeding_and_operation = 
Spindle_rotation_power*Average_tool_disturbance_per_day 
Machining_time = Length_of_cut/(Feed_per_revolution1*Spindle_speed) 
Material_removal_rate1 = Cutting_speed1*Depth_of_cut*Feed_per_revolution1 
Number_of_items_per_day = 24 
Rate_of_defects_per_day = 0.07 
Specific_cuting_force1 = Ks*(Specific_feed/Feed_per_revolution1)^0.29 
Specific_feed = 0.4 
Spindle_rotation_power = 0.5 
Spindle_rotation_power2 = 0.5 
Spindle_speed = 1508 
Standard_energy_consumption_rate = 2042 
Standby_power3 = 2 
Theoretical_energy_usage = Cutting_power1*(Machining_time/60) 
Total_energy_for_drilling_per_day = 
Energy_needed_for_drilling_per_item*Number_of_items_per_day 
Total_energy_needed_to_pump_fluids_in_the_system = 
Fluid_flow_rate*Energy_to_pump_one_liter_of_fluid 
Total_energy_to_recycle_fluids = Recycled_fluid_per_day*Energy_to_recycle_one_liter_of_fluids 
Total_energy_to_recycle_material= 
Recycled_material*Energy_needed_yo_recycle_cubic_mm_of_material 
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